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0.2in.Dreary, foggy, fishy-smelling Port Enshus is host to the 305th Annual Aquatic Life Acquisition
Simplification Exposition featuring the infamous inventor, Dr Nimrod Crowley. Expressly forbidden
from concussing any gulpy townspeople, assisting any villainous scientists, blowing anything up--
even just a shanty or two--or having any fun whatsoever, lovable, precocious and clinically insane
young scientist Agnes Crowley is bored out of her skull. To alleviate her boredom, she visits the
local pug where the fishy dregs regale her with tales of twisted ghosts and deadly monsters lurking
about the mysterious Kelpie Wharf. Agnes is eager to investigate the dubious claims, but when she
arrives at wharf, instead of kelpies, she and the fishy dregs discover two ships come to port, whose
crews have vanished without a trace. Armed with naught but tremendous precociousness, an
arsenal of death rays, stun guns, ear trumpets, and concussion cannons, Agnes and her ubiquitous
companion, Vic, a re-animated clockwork cadaver, set out to discover what has become of the
missing men. But to uncover the secrets of the disappearance and the enigmatic island that may
hold the key to the mystery, they must first...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective book i ever read. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you ask me).
-- Rusty Kerluke-- Rusty Kerluke

I just started off reading this article pdf. It is probably the most remarkable ebook we have go through. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Jeanette Kreiger-- Jeanette Kreiger
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